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PATENT PENDING



PAIN IS LIFE-CHANGING.
When you experience constant, excruciating pain, all you want is to get back 
to living life again.

TRACKING YOUR PAIN IS THE FIRST STEP TO TREATING 
YOUR PAIN.
When healthcare providers can see your chronic pain over time, trends 
emerge that would otherwise go unnoticed.

REMEMBERING AND DESCRIBING YOUR PAIN IS A DAUNTING TASK. 
Pain is a complex sensation that can constantly change with varying 
intensities, textures, locations, and patterns of spread.

YOUR PAIN CAN’T BE MEASURED DIRECTLY.
Your healthcare team relies on your ability to be able to understand and 
describe what you feel.

YOU NEED NANOLUME—THE INTERACTIVE PAIN TRACKING DIARY.
This app makes it easy for you to track, map, and monitor up to 12 distinct 
types of pain every day on your mobile device.

WHEN YOU TRACK PAIN BETTER, YOU CAN TREAT IT BETTER.
Your healthcare team can make a more accurate diagnosis, develop a more 
effective treatment plan, follow your day-to-day progress more closely, and 
better adjust your treatment plan as needed.



Nanolume is the best 
app for pain tracking.

Only Nanolume offers:

An intuitive design and uncluttered 
screens that focus on what matters 
most to you

The ability to record each pain type 
and its location on your body

The ability to calculate how much 
(what percentage) of the body surface 
is covered with each type of pain felt

The ability to see all of the distinct 
layers simultaneously

An easy-to-understand summary 
of day-by-day pain intensity and 
percentage of body pain



Only Nanolume offers:

Convenient copy feature saves time 
and offers ability to edit previous pain 
entries

Customize up to three of your 
own pain types for an even more 
personalized experience

The calendar feature enables you 
to go back and create a historical 
log of previous painful experiences, 
by allowing you to create, and then 
backdate, pain entries from the past. 
Pain entries recalled from memory will 
have a calendar symbol placed next to 
the entry’s date and time

Ease of swiping through chart data 
entries and saved pain entries

Numbness charts and coverage area 
offer more detailed information to 
assist you with tracking your pain



 
Nanolume just keeps getting better.

Calendar Entries
To document a pain 
experience that happened 
hours or days ago: create 
a pain entry; touch the 
“Calendar” icon; enter the 
desired date & time; then, 
press “Done.” 

Copy It
Copy feature saves time by 
allowing you to copy, or copy 
then edit, a previous pain 
entry. 

Keep Notes
By adding notes and details 
Nanolume helps keep you 
keep in control of your pain.

Custom Pain Types
Now you can customize 
your own pain types for an 
even more personalized 
experience.

Swipe Each Entry
Conveniently swipe through 
pain and numbness charts 
to see how your treatment is 
progressing.
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DOWNLOAD NANOLUME:

1.  Go to the Apple® App Store.

2.  Search for Nanolume Pain Tracker & Diary.

3.  Click the Buy button.

4.  You can also visit: www.nanolume.com

Designed for both iPhone® and iPad®

Remember, better treatment can mean faster recovery.

Apple®, iPhone®, and iPad® are registered 
trademarks of Apple Inc.


